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Inside this fantastic pack we have included lots of free paper and ideas of what to do with it, as well as activities to help 
you create a comic of your own!

Never made a comic before? Do not fear – REY Paper, The National Literacy Trust and Beano have teamed up to teach you 
everything you need to know!

Welcome to your Comics Creators Activity Pack!Welcome to your Comics Creators Activity Pack!

Your pack includes:

• Beano comic strips to enjoy

• A comics scavenger hunt

• How to draw guides – from making the most of stick people to recreating Rey and Beano characters

• Learn skills from top comic creators – including how to use speech bubbles and write a comic script

• Make your own mini-book guide

• Lots of blank frames for you to use for your comic!



Have a look at the comics included in your 
pack – can you spot any of these classic comic 
features on the pages? If you have your own 
comics at home, you could search the pages 
of those too!
How many can you find?

COMIC SCAVENGER

HUNT

What did the shy pebble say? ‘I wish I was a little boulder!’
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tum-ti-tum... 
hey, kitty!

aren’t you a cute little cat?

purr!

SCANNING!

whoa! what’s 
going on?!

TARGET 
ACQUIRED! DANGEROUS DAN LOCATED!

i’m beginning to think that this isn’t a normal cat.
it’s not! it’s a s.m.i.r.k.* robocat! one move and it’ll fry you with its laser whiskers! we knew no-one could resist a cute kitty!

but do you 
know who 
can smell 
sausages 

from a mile 
off?

s.m.i.r.k.! 
i should’ve 

known!

i would 
start 

running if  
i was you!

gnash! 
sausages and a cat! my lucky 

day!

let’s see what 
top secret 

stuff you’ve 
got in here!

arrgh! 
help! 

it’s just my 
shopping!

ACTIVATE FLEE MODE!

that’s just what you would say! are these exploding sausages? or maybe they turn into a lasso? 

that was a mission im-paw-ssible for s.m.i.r.k.! chortle! 

no, they’re 
just ordinary 

sausages. 

dan’s on his way home from the shops...

stroke! clunk!

*secret ministry of intelligent rotters kommittee. - ed 

ZOOM!

Unscramble these letters to find out 
famous Beano character names
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What is white, round and giggles? A tickled onion! 

i’d like to be on ‘master 
chef’ when i’m older. 

master chef?! more 
like disaster chef! 

hmm... i may need 
to borrow a 
few things 

from the shop. 

uh-oh! it 
sounds like 

you’re cooking 
up a prank!

heena! 
breakfast 
is ready! 

thanks, harsha. 
maybe i’m too 
hard on you 
sometimes. 

let’s get some ketchup 
on this egg. 

string?! 
what is 

this? some 
kind of 
joke?

i’ll just 
have it 

without 
sauce. 

gah! it’s a plastic egg! 
i suppose i’ll just 

have this bisc...

...it’s plastic too!

very funny, harsha, but i’ll be taking 

your packed lunch for my breakfast! 

it looks like your 
plan is working!

maybe when she 
finds the rubber 
snake you put in 
your lunch box!

do you 
think i 

went too 
far this 

time?

arrgh!

the next morning...

well, you 
do live 
above 
a joke 

shop! - ed

An image drawn from the 
character’s point of view.

A joke! Thought bubbles.

Speech bubbles.
How many different shapes and 

styles can you find?

A sound effect. 3 different facial 
expressions.

A drawing that goes outside of 
the comic’s frame.

A close-up on a 
character’s face.

Lines showing the 
character’s movement.

What do bees chew? Bumble-gum!
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stop right 
there! you’re 
not coming 
indoors in 
that state!

your fur is 
too long and 
dirty and you 
both stink!

how dare you!

it’s time for a trip... to the groomers!

i had to book you 
into a new groomer 
after what happened 

last time!

you’ll have 
to drag me 

there!

hello there! what a 
pair of cute pooches!

who’s 
first?

him! 

him! 

grumble! 
mumble!

that was  
shear mayhem!  

for dad! ha!

gnee-hee! 

later that day...
SO...

AND...

bzzzz!

PONG!

What do bees chew? Bumble-gum!
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stop right 
there! you’re 
not coming 
indoors in 
that state!

your fur is 
too long and dirty and you 

both stink!

how dare you!

it’s time for a trip... to the groomers!

i had to book you into a new groomer after what happened last time!

you’ll have 
to drag me 

there!

hello there! what a pair of cute pooches!

who’s 
first?

him! 

him! 

grumble! 
mumble!

that was  shear mayhem!  for dad! ha!

gnee-hee! 

later that day...
SO...

AND...

bzzzz!

PONG!

What did the shy pebble say? ‘I wish I was a little boulder!’
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tum-ti-tum... 
hey, kitty!

aren’t you a 
cute little cat?

purr!
SCANNING!

whoa! what’s 
going on?!

TARGET 
ACQUIRED! 

DANGEROUS DAN 
LOCATED!

i’m beginning to think that 
this isn’t a normal cat.

it’s not! it’s a s.m.i.r.k.* 
robocat! one move 

and it’ll fry you with 
its laser whiskers! we 

knew no-one could 
resist a cute kitty!

but do you 
know who 
can smell 
sausages 

from a mile 
off?

s.m.i.r.k.! 
i should’ve 

known!

i would 
start 

running if  
i was you!

gnash! 
sausages and 
a cat! my lucky 

day!

let’s see what 
top secret 
stuff you’ve 
got in here!

arrgh! 
help! 

it’s just my 
shopping!

ACTIVATE 
FLEE MODE!

that’s just what 
you would say! are 

these exploding 
sausages? or 

maybe they turn 
into a lasso? 

that was a mission 
im-paw-ssible for 
s.m.i.r.k.! chortle! 

no, they’re 
just ordinary 

sausages. 

dan’s on his way home from the shops...

str
oke!

clunk!

*secret ministry of intelligent 
rotters kommittee. - ed 

ZOOM!
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                                  What’s green and goes camping?                            A Brussels scout!

hey! i hear the 
ice cream van! 

can you get me 
an ice cream, 
dan? please? 
puh-leeeease! 

okay! okay! 
anything for 
a quiet life!

sheesh! sienna 
can be such a 
bossyboots! 

hi! two 
cones, 
please!

coming 
right up! 
hur-hur!

thank you 
very much! you’re 

welcome! 
hur-hur!

now to blast 
dan with our ice 
ray! then we can 
chill for a bit!

target 
locked! 

get ready 
to fire!

wait a 
minute... 
that ice 
cream  

man was a 
s.m.i.r.k. 
agent!

hey, you! 
freeze!

whaddya know? he 
did freeze! chuckle!

UH-OH! the 
ray’s been 
blocked! 

it’s gonna...

dingALing!

dingALing! uh-oh! it’s a s.m.i.r.k.* 
agent, dan! - ed 

*secret ministry of 
intelligent rotters 

kommittee. - ed 

whirr!

whirr!
bleep!

HURL!

thunk!
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What do you call it when criminals go surfing? A crime wave!

whizz!

ZOOM!

this is a still  life, so you’ll be painting this bowl of fruit...

today in art class, we’re going to be using oil paints. 

...wait! who ate all the fruit?

oil be really good at this, i bet!

sorry, miss mistry!  i was hungry after running here and it’s been 20 whole minutes since breakfast!

i had a feeling this might happen, so i prepared a backup bowl of fruit. 

no!
remember to let the colour set before you apply the next layer. 

that’s about as fun as watching paint dry!

i’m going to do this like i do everything - quickly! billy, no! you’ll make a mess!
really?

i think you’ll find that my painting isn’t messy at all!
it wasn’t your painting i was worried about!

can i just have one little...

When is hot water like bagpipes? When it’s piping hot!W
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there’s a lot going 
on in edd’s head...

what was it he said? an itch  

in his knee or his elbow?

an itch! 
edd has an 

itch! it’s 
my big day!

i’m from the foot! 

there’s an itch in 

the knee... or maybe 
the elbow!

i need to rush to the 

brain with this message 

so edd can scratch!

why are 
you telling 
me? this is 
the back!

i’m from the back! 

pant! there’s an itch!

phew! i made it! ow! ow!  

i’ve got a stitch! running at 

200 miles per hour really 

takes it out of you!

why 
are you 
telling 

me?

edd’s 
got an 

itchy 
elbow!

let me finish! the  

itch is, er... in the foot? 

no, it’s in the knee! or 

maybe the elbow.

why are you 
telling me? this is 

the right knee!

why did 
you ask 
why i was 
telling 

you?

urrgh! i must have 

taken a wrong turn! 

can you tell the brain? 

i’m exhausted.

sure!

right, edd’s got an itch 

somewhere in his body and 

i’ve got no idea where!

i should be there in less 

than a quarter of a second.

just scratch 
everywhere!

gasp! i’m here! i 

need a sit down. i’m 

from the knee, edd 
has an itch!

why are you 
telling me? 
this is the 
right foot!

the foot?! i’m miles off! can you 

tell the brain, from the knee, that 

edd has an itch in his elbow?

no problem, buddy.

edd has an itchy elbow...

moments later...

inside edd’s 
elbow...

messages travel to the brain 

at over 200 miles per hour! - ed

half a second 
later...

half a second later...
half a second later...

20 minutes later...

What did the shy pebble say? ‘I wish I was a little boulder!’W
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tum-ti-tum... 
hey, kitty!

aren’t you a 
cute little cat?

purr! SCANNING!

whoa! what’s 
going on?!

TARGET 
ACQUIRED! 

DANGEROUS DAN 
LOCATED!

i’m beginning to think that 

this isn’t a normal cat.

it’s not! it’s a s.m.i.r.k.* 

robocat! one move 

and it’ll fry you with 

its laser whiskers! we 

knew no-one could 

resist a cute kitty!

but do you 
know who 
can smell 
sausages 

from a mile 
off?

s.m.i.r.k.! 
i should’ve 

known!

i would 
start 

running if  
i was you!

gnash! 
sausages and 
a cat! my lucky 

day!

let’s see what 
top secret 
stuff you’ve 
got in here!

arrgh! 
help! 

it’s just my 
shopping!

ACTIVATE 
FLEE MODE!

that’s just what 

you would say! are 

these exploding 
sausages? or 

maybe they turn 
into a lasso? 

that was a mission 

im-paw-ssible for 

s.m.i.r.k.! chortle! 

no, they’re 
just ordinary 

sausages. 

dan’s on his way home from the shops...

str
o ke!

clunk!

*secret ministry of intelligent 

rotters kommittee. - ed 

ZOOM!

ANN BA MANA
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __HANGERS

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

DES INN

__ __ __ __ __ __

UNSCRAMBLE
EMMI NINTH NIXE 

__ __ __ __ __ __      __ __ __      __ __ __ __



You don’t have to be an expert artist to make your own comic – you can tell an 
awesome story using simple stick people!

Create your own
stick people comic!
Create your own
stick people comic!

Add detail to your character by adding something extra!
This helps the reader to know which character is which. Try to include 
something that fits with your character.

TOP
TIPS

Character name Character name Character name Character name

Hair Hats Simple Clothes (e.g. a tie)

Give your stick people emotions.
Adding a few simple lines to a stick person’s face can say a lot about how a character is feeling.

Happy Shocked Confused Angry

Add your own expressions and accessories to these characters…

HAVE A GO!



Thought and speech bubbles are a great way to 
show what your characters are thinking.

Use this blank strip to create a comic of your own – Try using at least 2 different types of 
speech or thought bubble outline.

...you can use the line around the bubble to show more about how your character is 
feeling or the way that they are talking?

DID YOU 
KNOW...

FRIGHTENED
Irregular wobbly 

outline

WHISPERING
Dashed outline SHOUTING

Zigzag

EVIL CHARACTER/
NEGATIVE THOUGHTS! 
Black cloud background

ANGRY
Bold and 

jagged outline

Can you match up these bubbles to an emotion or volume?

HAVE
A GO!

What about retelling part of a favourite movie or book?STUCK
FOR IDEAS? 

Have a look at this 
example – what do you 
think Melvyn is thinking?

Fill in the thought bubble!

MATCH UP !MATCH UP !

&& SPEECHSPEECH
BUBBLESBUBBLES

USINGUSING
THOUGHTTHOUGHT



HELLO THERE!

how to draw

ready?

Albert
Duck



NOW IT’S YOUR TURN.
Use this space to have a go.

If you’d like to have a go at drawing something a little different to a stick 
person – why not have a go at drawing your own version of Albert.
Just follow these simple steps…

STEP-BY-STEP
GUIDE TO DRAWING

ALBERT

1

4

2

5

3

6

Let's start with the body

Beak, legs and feet Glasses and hat Time for colouring

Then neck and head Two triangles for the wings

Try drawing lightly first. When you are sure you are happy with what you 
have drawn, you can go over in darker pencil or pen!

TOP
TIP



ready?

MINNIE THE MINX!
HOW TO DRAW



NOW IT’S YOUR TURN.
Use this space to have a go.

If you’d like to have a go at drawing something a little different to a stick 
person – why not have a go at drawing your own version of Minnie the Minx
Just follow these simple steps…

STEP-BY-STEP
GUIDE TO DRAWING

MINNIE 
THE MINX

Try drawing lightly first. When you are sure you are happy with what you 
have drawn, you can go over in darker pencil or pen!

TOP
TIP

Minnie begins with 
a series of simple 
shapes – a circle for 
a head, rectangle for 
her body and a square 
for her skirt.

1
Once you’re
happy with your
pencil lines, draw 
over the top in ink.

3
Your figure will start to 
look like Minnie when 
you add detail like her
beret and bows. Don’t 
forget to add Minnie’s 
mischievous grin!

2
Rub out the pencil
marks and fill in 
the blacks. Then 
colour her in!

4



Create your
own character
Create your
own character

Have a go at creating your own character…
what sort of person are you creating? Use the prompts 
around the edge to help build your ideas and then draw your 
character in the middle.

What is your character's 
personality? Are they naughty or 
nice? Friend or foe? Are they calm 
or do they have a short fuse?

Think about how you could show 
these things in the way your 
character looks. Sometimes a 
character's looks contrast with 
their personality, other times they 
match. Which will you choose?

What will they wear? Try to keep 
it simple as you will have to draw 
your character lots of times in a 
comic!

What is your character's name? 

___________________________

Does the character's name 
match their personality?

Think about your character's background. Where do they live? Who do they live with? How old are they? What are their likes and dislikes? Do they have 
any hobbies? How would they act in different situations?

Use this space to make some notes:

If you struggle to think of a name you 

can always use your own!TOP
TIP



*CLIFFHANGER - a dramatic and exciting ending which leaves the audience keen to find out what will happen next!GLOSSARY

How do hens dance? Chick to chick!
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your hair’s a 
mess, james! you 

need a haircut. 
can i have some 
money for the 
hairdressers?

nonsense... ...i’ll cut it 
for you!

are you sure 
you know what 
you’re doing?

relax! i’ve watched 
a few online 

lessons on that 
youtube thing. 

just a little 
off the sides, 

please. 

so... hmm! gasp!

huh? keep your 
hair on! i’m 
not done 

yet. 

until... stop! yes! i like 
this one!

oh my! what a 
handsome young 

man you are. 

now it’s time to 
show beanotown my 

cool new look. 

what’s that 
sound?

uh-oh!

rumble!
yikes! singe!

well, that was quite a 
hair-raising experience! 
and my cool new haircut 
is ruined! just my luck!

swipe!

krakow!
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What do you call it when criminals go surfing? A crime wave!

whizz!

ZOOM!

this is a still  
life, so you’ll be 

painting this 
bowl of fruit...

today in art class, 
we’re going to be 
using oil paints. 

...wait! who ate all the fruit?

oil be really 
good at this, i bet!

sorry, miss mistry!  
i was hungry after 

running here and it’s 
been 20 whole minutes 

since breakfast!

i had a feeling this might 
happen, so i prepared a 
backup bowl of fruit. 

no!

remember to let the colour set 
before you apply the next layer. 

that’s about as fun as 
watching paint dry!

i’m going to do this like i 
do everything - quickly! billy, no! you’ll 

make a mess! really?

i think you’ll find 
that my painting 

isn’t messy at all! it wasn’t your 
painting i was 

worried about!

can i just have 
one little...

What bow can’t be tied? A rainbow!W
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i think it’s time 
for a whole 

new wardrobe, 
yeti. some of 

your disguises 
are so last 

season! 

you stay here while 
i pop to the shops. 

and stop picking 
your nose! 

later...
i’m back! there 
was loads of 
stuff at the 
charity shop 

and harsha gave 
me some old 
joke noses. 

speaking of 
noses... stop 

picking yours! 

okay, pick 
your nose. 

huh?! yeti 
confused! 

find something 
to put on and then 

we can go and 
get a burger. 

easy!

this hat. 

this trouser.

then tie this. 

yeti ready. but...
oops! 

yeti! what 
happened?!

betty need new 
wardrobe!

What bow can’t be tied? A rainbow!W
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i think it’s time 
for a whole 

new wardrobe, 
yeti. some of 

your disguises 
are so last 

season! 

you stay here while 
i pop to the shops. 

and stop picking 
your nose! 

later...
i’m back! there 
was loads of 
stuff at the 
charity shop 

and harsha gave 
me some old 
joke noses. 

speaking of 
noses... stop 

picking yours! 

okay, pick 
your nose. 

huh?! yeti 
confused! 

find something 
to put on and then 

we can go and 
get a burger. 

easy!

this hat. 

this trouser.

then tie this. 

yeti ready. but...
oops! 

yeti! what 
happened?!

betty need new 
wardrobe!

What do bees chew? Bumble-gum!
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stop right 
there! you’re 
not coming 
indoors in 
that state!

your fur is 
too long and 
dirty and you 

both stink!

how dare you!

it’s time for a trip... to the groomers!

i had to book you 
into a new groomer 
after what happened 

last time!

you’ll have 
to drag me 

there!

hello there! what a 
pair of cute pooches!

who’s 
first?

him! 

him! 

grumble! 
mumble!

that was  
shear mayhem!  

for dad! ha!
gnee-hee! 

later that day... SO...

AND...

bzzzz!

PONG!Comic strips often end on a joke, a cliffhanger* or a surprise ending. Take a look at the strips below. We've given you the beginnings. How will you choose to finish each story?

NEXT?
HAPPENS

WHAT



Make your very own mini book
using this handy step by step guide. You could even use 

it to write your own Story Quest. All you need is:
A4 paper and scissors!

Fold a sheet of paper in 
half lengthwise.

Unfold, then fold the paper in 
half widthwise.

Unfold, then fold the edges up 
to the centre fold.

Unfold, then fold widthwise and cut a slit 
only half way down the centre.

Unfold, then fold lengthwise and push 
the ends in towards the center.

Fold all the pages together into a 
mini booklet.

make your ownmini book
make your ownmini book

Ready 
for yo

u to w
rite

your s
tory!



Can you use the skills you have mastered in this pack to create a story of your 
own? Here are some blank panels to get you started!

Looking for something different? Use the dotted paper included in this pack as 
a guide to creating panels of any shape or size. You can experiment with panel 
outlines too - wavy lines, jagged lines, thick or thin lines... It's your comic, so tell 
your story your way!

NOW YOU ARE READY TO CREATE YOUR OWN COMIC!
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